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Abstract
Spiders produce multiple silks with different physical properties that allow them to occupy a diverse range of ecological
niches, including the underwater environment. Despite this functional diversity, past molecular analyses show a high
degree of amino acid sequence similarity between C-terminal regions of silk genes that appear to be independent of
the physical properties of the resulting silks; instead, this domain is crucial to the formation of silk fibers. Here, we present
an analysis of the C-terminal domain of all known types of spider silk and include silk sequences from the spider Argyroneta
aquatica, which spins the majority of its silk underwater. Our work indicates that spiders have retained a highly
conserved mechanism of silk assembly, despite the extraordinary diversification of species, silk types and applications of silk
over 350 million years. Sequence analysis of the silk C-terminal domain across the entire gene family shows the
conservation of two uncommon amino acids that are implicated in the formation of a salt bridge, a functional bond essential
to protein assembly. This conservation extends to the novel sequences isolated from A. aquatica. This finding is relevant to
research regarding the artificial synthesis of spider silk, suggesting that synthesis of all silk types will be possible using a
single process.

Introduction

Spider silk proteins form multiple types of materials,
including fibers and glues, each with specific mechanical
properties and functions (Blamires et al. 2017; Eisoldt et al.
2011; Garb 2013; Hormiga and Griswold 2014). Gene
duplication, recombination and diversification are thought
to have generated this huge diversity of different silk types,
each having a different ecological function (Clarke et al.
2015). These functions include safety lines, the structural

frameworks of webs, external layers of protection around
egg sacs, and securing prey (Hinman et al. 2000; Rising and
Johansson 2015).

In the case of Argyroneta aquatica (Clerck 1757) (Ara-
neae: Cybaeidae (Catalog 2016)), silk is used in a typical
fashion to construct a web in which the spider resides and
performs a number of actions, from feeding to mating and
storing eggs (Schütz and Taborsky 2003, 2005, 2011;
Schutz et al. 2007; Seymour and Hetz 2011). What is
unusual about this spider is that it is the only known species
to spin silk whilst submersed in water. The subsequent sheet
web is then inflated with air drawn down from the surface
and is utilised as an air reservoir. The silken “diving bell”
allows for oxygen diffusion to occur, allowing the spider to
avoid surfacing for extended periods of time (Seymour and
Hetz 2011). Cybaeus angustiarum, a fellow cybaeid, is a
terrestrial species found in dense forests (often on north
facing, scree slopes) in areas under stones or in decaying
wood with humidity close to 100%.

In all spiders, liquid silk dope is passed through specia-
lised, elongated glands within the body of the spider and
extruded through spinnerets (Askarieh et al. 2010; Rising
and Johansson 2015; Vollrath and Knight 2001).
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All silk genes have three components; a type-specific
repetitive region flanked by conserved N-terminal (Motriuk-
Smith et al. 2005; Rising et al. 2006) and C-terminal
(Challis et al. 2006; Collin et al. 2016; Gnesa et al. 2012;
Hagn et al. 2010) domains. Whilst the repetitive region
determines the mechanical properties of each silk product
(Hayashi and Lewis 1998; Hayashi et al. 1999), the terminal
domains work together ensuring that individual proteins
assemble correctly and that the fibre forms at the correct
stage of the spinning process (Andersson et al. 2014;
Andersson et al. 2017; Rising and Johansson 2015). The N-
terminal domain restricts the formation of silk fibers to a
precise point in the silk duct, preventing silk proteins stored
in the silk gland from agglutinating (Askarieh et al. 2010).
The C-terminal domain drives spontaneous fibre formation,
likely through use of a pH-sensitive “salt bridge” (Ittah et al.
2006; Stark et al. 2007), where noncovalent interactions
between one basic and one acidic residue are disrupted at
low pH because the acidic residue becomes protonated and
is no longer charged.

Salt bridges, either individual or paired, have been pro-
posed to explain the dimeric bundling of 4 or 5 alpha
helices in the C-termini of one particular silk, the major
ampullate (Hagn et al. 2010; Sponner et al. 2004a, 2005).
Whilst the miniature spidroin 4RepCT, formed of four
copies of a MaSp repetitive region and one C-terminus, has
been sufficient to produce self-assembling silk fibers (Stark
et al. 2007), it has recently been shown in the minispidroin
NT2RepCT that including the N-terminal region achieves
greater efficiency in the production of synthetic fibers
(Andersson et al. 2017). However, studies have shown that
the level of solubility demonstrated by the terminal regions
differs between spider species, leading to further questions
around their function and the suitability of individual
terminal regions for use in silk protein synthesis (Andersson
et al. 2014, 2017; Askarieh et al. 2010).

A degree of amino acid sequence conservation has been
observed from studies of small numbers of different silks
(Beckwitt and Arcidiacono 1994; Challis et al. 2006; Collin
et al. 2016; Gnesa et al. 2012; Hagn et al. 2010; Sponner
et al. 2004b, 2005). What is not clear is the extent to which
this conservation is maintained, particularly where silk
proteins exhibit vastly different properties (e.g., the glue-
like aggregate and piriform silk versus the superior strength
of major ampullate and aciniform silks). Additionally, the
diving bell spider Argyroneta aquatica spins silk whilst
completely submersed in fresh water; given how silk pro-
teins are dehydrated as part of the spinning process, does
this “extreme” environment necessitate variation within the
silk protein and spinning process?

Here, we analyse the genetic sequences silks of all
known types from spiders of as many groups as are

available in GenBank. We investigate whether the salt
bridge structure is conserved across all species and silk
types and ask if changes in biophysical properties or the
utilisation of silk in an “extreme” environment necessitates a
change in how silk proteins are formed.

Materials and methods

Transcriptome assembly

RNA was extracted from the silk glands and whole abdo-
men of adult females and sequenced on an Illumina Next-
Seq500 (DeepSeq, University of Nottingham).
Transcriptomes were trimmed using Scythe (Buffalo 2014)
and Sickle (Joshi and Fass 2011) and assembled using
Trinity (Grabherr et al. 2011). Protein sequences were
predicted using TransDecoder (Haas et al. 2013).

Identification of silk genes

Custom blast databases of silk genes downloaded from
GenBank and the Nephila clavipes (Babb et al. 2017) and
Stegodyphus mimosarum genomes (Sanggaard et al. 2014)
were generated to screen transcriptomes for silk sequences,
which were manually examined and blasted against Gen-
Bank for confirmation (e-value< 0.0005).

Phylogenetic analysis

Silk sequences from GenBank, the N. clavipes and S.
mimosarum genomes and newly-identified spidroins were
filtered to only include C-terminal regions, identified by the
“QALLE” motif (Challis et al. 2006). Duplicate sequences
were discarded, leaving the longest sequence for analysis.
Two sequences were considered identical if their nucleotide
sequences had only a small number of variations which did
not significantly alter the amino acid composition (e.g.,
variation causing a polar residue to change to acidic was
considered significant, whereas polar to polar was not).
Selected sequences were manually trimmed leaving only the
C-terminal region (maximum length: 360 bp (Hagn et al.
2010; Rising and Johansson 2015)).

Selected nucleotide sequences were aligned in Geneious
v8.1.8 (Kearse et al. 2012) (Clustal W algorithm (Larkin
et al. 2007)) and subsequently translated in order to allow
refined alignment by eye. The refined untranslated nucleo-
tide sequence alignment was imported into MEGA6.0
(Tamura et al. 2013) and used to construct a maximum-
likelihood tree (1000 bootstrap replicates; see supplemen-
tary file 2).
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Results

Diversity of silk C-termini

Forty-four new silk sequences isolated from transcriptomes
of the spiders A. aquatica, C. angustiarum, and Pholcus
phalangioides included a C-terminal domain (this study;
GenBank Accession Numbers MG744694–MG744714).
Once refined (see methods), 21 unique sequences remained
for analysis. Three hundred and thirty-four silk sequences
were retrieved from GenBank and the N. clavipes and S.
mimosarum genomes, of which 150 sequences were both
unique and contained a C-terminal region. Specialised silks
were mostly found in the Orbiculariae and S. mimosarum
genome, with the exception of one tubuliform and a small
number of major ampullate sequences (Babb et al. 2017;
Garb et al. 2010; Perez-Rigueiro et al. 2010; Rising et al.
2007; Sanggaard et al. 2014; Stark et al. 2007) (Fig. 1). An
unrooted maximum-likelihood tree of nucleotide sequences
(1000 bootstraps) shows the clustering together of sequen-
ces that are identified as belonging to the same silk type by
BLAST (see supplementary figure 2).

Conservation of a salt bridge structure across spider
silk genes

Analysis of the predicted secondary structures of sequences
representing each silk type with JPred4 (Drozdetskiy et al.
2015) suggests the secondary structure of the C-terminus is
conserved (data not shown), containing up to five α-helices,
supporting previous studies (Hagn et al. 2010; Ittah et al.

2007). However, some predictions suggest Helix 1 may be
absent, including in the N. clavipes MaSp-a sequence ana-
lysed here (Fig. 2).

In all sequences analysed in this study, one acidic residue
and one basic residue pair has been conserved. A conserved
basic residue is consistently found in Helix 2 (position
30–31 Fig. 2, 23–37 supplementary figure 1), whilst an
acidic base is always found towards the center of Helix 4
(position 85 in Fig. 2; 88 in supplementary figure 1).
Additionally, in major ampullate, minor ampullate, acini-
form, and piriform sequences a second acidic and basic
residue appears to be partially conserved (supplementary
figure 1) as identified by Sponner et al. (2004b, 2005).
These pairs correspond with those already shown to form a
salt bridge in the secondary protein structure in previous
studies (Hagn et al. 2010; Ittah et al. 2006).

Content of the C-terminal domain

The majority of the C-terminus is composed of hydrophobic
and hydrophilic amino acids (average 53.5 and 37.0%
respectively) including serine, alanine, and leucine (average
21.2, 13.2, and 10.8% respectively) in an alternating
arrangement. These residues promote the formation of
alpha-helices in the protein structure, with the hydrophilic
residues exposed, promoting solubility (Hagn et al. 2010).

Overall DNA sequence identity is highest in the acidic
residue found in the “QALLE” motif (Challis et al. 2006),
where the first two nucleotides (guanine, adenine) are
completely conserved and the final nucleotide determines
whether it is a glutamic or aspartic acid residue (89.3 and

Fig. 1 Familial origins of silk
sequences used in this study.
Phylogenetic tree from Nentwig
(Nentwig et al. 2013), modified
to show positions of the different
spider families and the silks
previously described as being of
a particular type. Location of
Argyroneta aquatica and
Cybaeus angustiarum
(Cybaeidae) marked with an
arrow. Each colored box
represents a silk type;
uncoloured boxes represent
unclassified published spidroins.
Numbers in each box indicate
the total number of occurrences
of each silk type. The total
number of species sampled per
family is detailed at the end of
each row; * indicates where
sequences have been retrieved
from a genome
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10.7%, respectively of all sequences in this study; see
supplementary figure 1). The basic residues involved in the
formation of the salt bridge are usually arginine, although
some are lysine or histidine (94.7, 3.3, and 2.0%,
respectively).

Overall, the charged residue content of the C-terminus is
typically less than 10% (5.2% acidic, 4.1% basic; average
across all sequences in this study) although this varies
depending on the sequence (aggregate spidroins average
13% acidic, 8% basic). However, one acidic and basic
residue pair (A and region B, respectively, Fig. 2 and
supplementary figure 1) are present in each sequence
examined, irrespective of species or silk type.

Additionally, we find a raised percentage of the amino
acids surrounding the basic residue within spider silk are
hydrophilic (43.0%, region B, supplementary figure 1),
reducing its pKa and hence promoting its protonation,
whereas a majority of those surrounding the acidic residue
are hydrophobic (68.8%, region A, supplementary figure 1),
increasing its pKa and again promoting protonation.

Discussion

This analysis encompasses 19 families from within the
Araneae and shows conservation of a pH-sensitive salt
bridge, typically composed of an arginine-glutamic acid
pairing, within all the silk types and species examined. Our
finding of this degree of conservation confirms an essential
role for this feature in the correct assembly of silk fibers.

The extended coverage in terms of species and phylogenetic
diversity suggests this feature has been conserved for the
entire evolutionary history of the group—some 360 million
years. Moreover, this conservation has persisted despite the
diversification of other spider traits. For example, terrestrial
spiders such as the mygalomorphs produce two to three silk
proteins from a large, undifferentiated silk gland whereas
the Orbiculariae have evolved several specialised glands
from which different types of silk are extruded (Blackledge
and Hayashi 2006; Blamires et al. 2017; Clarke et al. 2017;
Garb 2013; Garb et al. 2010; Perez-Rigueiro et al. 2010;
Rising et al. 2007; Stark et al. 2007).

Conservation of C-terminus in all A. aquatica silk
genes

Argyroneta aquatica predominantly spins its silk in water,
although will occasionally leave a dragline when walking in
a terrestrial environment. Comparatively, individual
Cybaeus did not appear to produce a dragline but given time
would spin silken webs in which they resided, which appear
visually similar to the dehydrated diving bells of A. aqua-
tica. In sequences obtained from both these species, and
also from the first fully-annotated spider genome of Nephila
clavipes (Babb et al. 2017) in which a number of new silk
sequences were identified, the residue pairing within the C-
terminal domain has been conserved. This suggests that the
formation of silk fibers by A. aquatica occurs using the
same method as in terrestrial spiders. This leads to questions
around how this spider is adapted to spinning silk

Fig. 2 Alignment of Nephila clavipes C-terminal sequences repre-
senting characterized silk types, with predicted helical secondary
structure of MaSp-a below. Amino acid residues implicated in the
formation of a salt bridge are marked A (acidic residue; glutamic or

aspartic acid) and found within region B (basic residue; arginine or
lysine). Residues are highlighted to show whether acidic (red), basic
(blue), hydrophilic (green) or hydrophobic (yellow)
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underwater and the subsequent mechanical properties of A.
aquatica silk in such an “extreme” environment. This is
particularly relevant as studies of silk in humid conditions
suggest the structure may be temporarily affected by the
level of humidity; the degree to which major ampullate silk
supercontracts depends on the species, whereas minor
ampullate silk does not supercontract (Agnarsson et al.
2009; Blackledge et al. 2009; Boutry and Blackledge 2010).

Conservation of a physical structure

The residues responsible for the formation of the pH-
sensitive salt bridge(s) are both uncommon and conserved
within the restricted number of sequences studied thus far
(Challis et al. 2006; Hagn et al. 2010). Analysis of the
expanded range of sequences used in this study shows this
trait is maintained, with >90% of the C-terminal domain
typically composed of hydrophobic and hydrophilic resi-
dues. Of the charged residues present, at least one acidic
and one basic residue is conserved in all sequences and as
such inferred to be crucial to the formation of a salt bridge
and therefore the correct folding of silk proteins into a fibre.
The conservation of an arginine-glutamic acid pair of resi-
dues suggests this may be the optimum pairing for a salt
bridge in silk, but the presence of lysine and aspartic acid in
some sequences implies this is not always essential,
although the effect of these substitutions on the final protein
structure and its physical properties is currently unknown.

The higher level of hydrophilic residues around the basic
residue and hydrophobic residues around the acidic residue
may be necessary to ensure the correct formation of the salt
bridge during the protein folding stage and allowing its
regulation by smaller changes in pH due to the local
environment created by the protein. Where two pairs of
residues are conserved in major ampullate, minor ampullate,
piriform, and some aciniform sequences it is likely that
there are two salt bridges present in the C-terminus,
although further structural analysis would confirm that the
second is not merely sequence duplication or an evolu-
tionary artefact suggesting the presence of a second bridge.

Conclusion

In silk research, the C-terminus is a key component of the
minimal sequence used for recombinant spider silk pro-
duction, as without this region fibers will not form (Stark
et al. 2007). What we find is an overall model for all silk
types irrespective of physical traits that illustrates the range
of environments in which this single protein family may be
utilised.

Our results allow us to identify conserved amino acid
residues essential to the correct formation of silk proteins,

thereby enabling the identification of less essential residues
that may be chemically functionalised in artificially syn-
thesised silk using techniques such as click-chemistry
(Harvey et al. 2016). This study will aid researchers in
selecting suitable sequences without repetitive testing
in vivo whilst predicting sites which may be suitable for
modification, as seen in Harvey et al. (2016), and build a
repository of spidroin parts that could be combined to
achieve novel and custom characteristics.

Summary

Here, we compare C-terminal sequences representing all
known silk types, and from all the major clades within the
Araneae. We illustrate how the salt bridge structure is
conserved throughout the gene family as a whole, and show
by inclusion of new data that this conservation extends to
silks found in all the major divisions within the Araneae.
This degree of conservation includes groups that are highly
diverged in terms of their basic morphology, such as their
silk spinning apparatus (Coddington 2005). We include new
data on silk of the Cybaeid Argyroneta aquatica, the only
extant species adapted to spin silk in an underwater envir-
onment, and a terrestrial Cybaeid for comparison, Cybaeus
angustiarum. The insight gained allows us to characterize
amino acid residues essential to correct protein assembly
and aids the identification of residues that might be sub-
stituted to chemically functionalised alternatives for use in
artificially synthesised silk proteins (Harvey et al. 2016).
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